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The Most Powerful Name in Corporate News

Lead Generation Company with Call Centers, Inbound Campaigns, 
Telemarketing, Appointment Setting and Email Lists

providing B2B Leads in North America 

CEOCFO: Mr. Javaherchi, your site indicates Novia provides marketing in a 
new light. What is the concept?
Mr. Javaherchi: I have a history of owning multiple sales companies, so when I 
decided to start a lead generation company I looked back at everything that I had 
learned about setting up the right marketing channel. We have the ability to 
customize our campaigns to fit into a company’s inside sales team in a new way, 
providing many new ideas and concepts that our clients have not yet tried.

CEOCFO: Would you give us an example of how you might approach a 
campaign differently?
Mr. Javaherchi: For example, we can become the lead generation channel of an 
organization that would essentially allow them to outsource that portion of their 
business completely. Many companies, especially larger ones, generate majority of 
their leads in-house, because they can manage the consistency of their process. 
However, once we gain their trust, our clients allow us to redesign their sales 
process, and for us to become their lead generation channel. The two pieces have to 
work in harmony. The analogy that I use is comparing a company to a car. Their 
inside sales team is the engine and we are the fuel for that engine. They have to 
share their marketing material with us, be honest about their true cost of acquisition, 
and who their ideal target clients are in order for us to be able to customize a 
campaign for them.

CEOCFO: Are you ever involved on the sales side or is it strictly lead generation?
Mr. Javaherchi: I believe in doing one thing and doing it right. When you scale you have to make sure that the quality of 
your work does not drop. Because of the size that we have, we are not able to realistically keep the quality consistent if 
we have to do more than just the lead generation. We would have to convince hundreds of people that do not work for 
that company to believe in their product or services in order to be able to sell it properly. So we get approached to take the 
lead further, but we rather produce the first peace of the sales cycle, which is prospecting. 

CEOCFO: No matter what a client has to offer, are you able to construct a program?
Mr. Javaherchi: Probably not. We specifically work with companies in the B2B services space, and typically within that 
space we have to narrow it down to companies who have to recoup their marketing costs right away. Generally speaking, 
the success of the program will depend on the numbers and the analytics and not so much the process. 

CEOCFO: Did you understand when you started the company that you needed to focus on the right fit?
Mr. Javaherchi: I am a serial entrepreneur and Novia Marketing as this is my 6th company, so I have learned many 
lessons. As an entrepreneur you initially get over excited, but it always takes courage to say no to an opportunity and 
realize that you can scale and make more money and be more successful if you just stick to doing one thing.

CEOCFO: What do you look for in the people working on lead generation, so that they can approach their jobs 
with enthusiasm and work on a variety of campaigns?
Mr. Javaherchi: Many people right off the bat ask me if our call center agents are located in the United States or if they 
are overseas. What they really trying to do is indirectly ask if our quality is good or bad, but we have created a very high 
quality system, even though we are doing it in international centers, as opposed to domestic centers. A big part of that is 
because we are able to pay more money and have more infrastructure and training overseas, while ensuring the numbers 
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fit within the client’s budget. Therefore, we are able to hire someone that is more qualified, makes more money and cares 
more about their jobs and are dedicated. Indirectly all of these call centers and their agents are working for Novia 
Marketing, and some of them have been on the same campaigns for many years.

CEOCFO: How do you get around idioms in a conversation and the different dialects represented in call centers 
around the world?
Mr. Javaherchi: That is the most difficult part of their jobs, which is being able to relate to the client, because even though 
they may speak English fluently, there are certain concepts and idioms that are more difficult for them to understand. 
Sometimes, it is not just a language barrier, but also cultural, some of which we try to address in our training program. 
Even though we do not have a language development program, we do train them on conversational skills. We train them 
how to speak clearly, how to wait for an answer before asking the next question, and how to become better listeners. Our 
quality control team will also listen to every phone conversation. Our questioners set-up typically to ask the business 
owner about 12 to 15 questions and then 3 of them are the pillar questions that we really focus on and make sure that the 
client understands what we are asking of them and have to answer them in a certain way. Otherwise, our quality control 
team will flag the call and we will have to retrain the agent.

CEOCFO: How do you reach out to potential customers? How would people find you if they are looking?
Mr. Javaherchi: We have a very good social media presence. We have a team of affiliates that refer clients to us. We 
also go to different events such as LeadsCon, where we meet new potential clients face to face. And there are always 
clients referring other clients, which is the best. 

CEOCFO: What surprised you as Novia Marketing has grown and evolved?
Mr. Javaherchi: That there no other companies that have been able to scale in our space. I believe that there is actually 
a pretty big need in this market, but the problem is that many of the lead companies do not have the right process for 
communication with the clients. They also do not bill them correctly to the point that many clients feel that they are being 
ripped off, and because of that it is hard for them to build their business when they constantly lose clients. It shows that 
this is a difficult industry, but we are gaining market share quickly in every vertical we enter which means that our way is 
working better. 

CEOCFO: How do you gain trust initially so that companies will start with you? 
Mr. Javaherchi: We have a client welcome call and I make myself available for all of those calls, with my sales or 
business development staff. We want to make sure that we understand everything about the client’s needs before we go 
out and provide a price or a project proposal for them. We allow the client to really customize their campaign so they feel 
we are one of their departments. Because of this transparency, our clients feel pretty confident before they start. Once 
they have worked with us for 3 to 4 days though, the truth really comes out and they realize that we are different from the 
other companies. You can tell someone about your product and service all day long, but at the end of the day you have to 
be able to deliver on your word. That is how you gain trust.

CEOCFO: What is next for Novia? What might be different a year from now?
Mr. Javaherchi: We are still in the process of learning, but I do feel that we have learned enough about the industry that it 
is now the appropriate time to scale. There will be some new verticals within the business-to-business space that we will 
start to focus on. As time goes on, we will see certain industries that will be going away and some newer industries that 
will be needing our services. Therefore, it is important for our company to stay dynamic and be open to change.

Interview conducted by: Lynn Fosse, Senior Editor, CEOCFO Magazine

For more information visit: www.noviamarketing.com
Contact: Farbod Javaherchi  info@noviamarketing.com

“You can tell someone about your product and service all day long, but at the end of the day you 
have to be able to deliver on your word. That is how you gain trust.”- Farbod Javaherchi


